MISSION RESOLVE TEAMS UP WITH MIAMI DOLPHINS AND NEMA GRAND BAHAMA
FOR HURRICANE DORIAN DISASTER RELIEF
Miami Dolphins alumni spent a day on Grand Bahama Island with Mission Resolve and NEMA
volunteers to bring relief supplies to hurricane victims
Grand Bahama Island — October 8, 2019 — Mission Resolve Foundation returned from
Grand Bahama on Saturday evening after conducting relief efforts alongside Miami Dolphins
alumni and the National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA).
NEMA, Mission Resolve and the Dolphins distributed food, water and additional aid relief before
participating in a community gathering, which included a barbecue at the Falcon Boys Club and
a pick up basketball game. Footage of the day’s events can be viewed here.
“On behalf of all of us at the Mission Resolve Foundation we can’t thank the Miami Dolphins
enough for the extraordinary support and leadership they have brought to our Bahama relief
efforts over the past several weeks,” said Patxi Pastor, co-founder of Mission Resolve
Foundation. “We are truly honored to collaborate with this amazing team as a major part of our
work with NEMA Grand Bahama, along with so many other outstanding organizations in support
of the Bahamian community.”
The Miami Dolphins team, in addition to participating in the day’s relief and community activities,
has made a financial donation to assist Mission Resolve in these efforts. Fifty generators were
also donated by Entrepreneurs’ Organization members Xtreme Action Park and owner Aaron
Parkinson, SproutLoud Media Networks, DoveHill Capital Management and Infinity Sales Group
LLC. The generators arrived on the island after being shipped pro bono by Bahamas Paradise
Cruise Line.
“The support of the Dolphins comes from the top. With Stephen Ross’ backing, and the
organization dedicated to our efforts — a group of staff and our dedicated alumni were able to
take our platform and serve this community that has supported our team for decades,” Miami
Dolphins Senior Vice President of Alumni Relations Nat Moore said. “We have a community
mission to level the playing field through the power of teamwork to inspire. But the resilience of
Bahamian people continues to inspire us. This is a long journey ahead for the islands, but their
spirit and the support of the community will help in this long-term rebuilding effort.”
Mission Resolve is dedicated to both providing acute relief support and to identifying rebuild
solutions that allow reconstructed communities to sustain into the future.

“On behalf of the Prime Minister, the Government and people of The Bahamas, we are grateful
to both the Mission Resolve organization and the Miami Dolphins for their generous
contributions of time and resources in our time of need,” said Senator Katherine Smith, NEMA
Grand Bahama coordinator. “Furthermore, I want to also acknowledge the selfless dedication
and support from the many volunteers on Grand Bahama who have made this incredible
operation possible, as well as the other community relief events across the island.”
A photostream of the day can be found below. Download photos here.
ABOUT MISSION RESOLVE FOUNDATION
Mission Resolve Foundation serves as a global catalyst to engage, educate and inspire the
public in best practices for humanitarian aid, civic engagement and the deployment of applied
environmental science. The organization utilizes its extensive network to coordinate with
government officials and NGOs after devastating natural disasters, getting badly needed
supplies and assistance to those affected. Additionally, Mission Resolve Foundation works with
leading scientists and innovators on global environmental challenges such as marine plastics,
developing ways to reduce and remediate these issues.
ABOUT THE MIAMI DOLPHINS
The Miami Dolphins, owned by Chairman of the Board & Managing General Partner Stephen M.
Ross, are the oldest continuous major-league professional sports franchise in the state of
Florida. The Dolphins were founded by Joe Robbie in 1965 and began play in the American
Football League as an expansion team in 1966 and joined the NFL as part of the AFL-NFL
merger in 1970. The organization has played in five Super Bowls, winning championships
following the 1972 (VII) and 1973 (VIII) seasons. The franchise also has won five conference
championships and 13 division championships. The Dolphins play home games in Miami
Gardens at Hard Rock Stadium and train at Baptist Health Training Facility at Nova
Southeastern University in Davie, Florida. For more information, visit dolphins.com.
ABOUT THE NATIONAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
The National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA) of The Bahamas’ mission is to reduce
the loss of life and property within the Commonwealth of The Bahamas, by ensuring that
adequate preparedness and mitigation measures, and response and recovery mechanisms are
established to counteract the impact of natural, man- made and technological hazards.
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Miami Dolphins alumni Nat Moore, center, walks with Senate President and NEMA coordinator Katherine Smith and
Iram Lewis, Minister of State for Disaster Preparedness, Management and Reconstruction after touching down at
Grand Bahama International Airport. The Miami Dolphins teamed up with Mission Resolve Foundation and NEMA in
handing out food, water and generators to residents in need in the Freeport area after the passing of hurricane
Dorian. (Photo by Tim Aylen)

Former Miami Dolphins player Shawn Wooden carries drinking water from a depot at the YMCA during his team’s
visit on Saturday October 5, 2019 to Freeport Grand Bahama to aid in the distribution of hurricane relief supplies.
(Photos by Tim Aylen)

Members of the Miami Dolphins pose for a photograph with residents of the Heritage community as they handed out
relief supplies Saturday October 5, 2019 in Freeport Grand Bahama. (Photo by Tim Aylen)

Miami Dolphins alumni Nat Moore, left, and Jim Jensen, second from right, walk with Senate President and
NEMA coordinator Katherine Smith (second from left) and a resident of Regency Park as they deliver food
and relief supplies in Freeport Grand Bahama. (Photo by Tim Aylen)

Former Miami Dolphins player Mark Duper delivers food and relief supplies to residents of the Heritage community on
Saturday October 5, 2019 in Freeport Grand Bahama. (Photo by Tim Aylen)

Miami Dolphins SVP Communications and Community Affairs Jason Jenkins delivers food and relief supplies to
residents of the Heritage community on Saturday October 5, 2019 in Freeport Grand Bahama. (Photo by Tim Aylen)

Miami Dolphins cheerleader Ashley, center, delivers food and relief supplies to residents of the Heritage community
on Saturday October 5, 2019 in Freeport Grand Bahama. (Photo by Tim Aylen)

Former Miami Dolphins player Shawn Wooden delivers food and relief supplies to Carolyn Rolle and her
granddaughter, of the Heritage community, on Saturday October 5, 2019 in Freeport Grand Bahama. (Photos by Tim
Aylen)

Members of the Miami Dolphins, Mission Resolve Foundation and NEMA (National Emergency Management
Agency), pose for a photograph as they deliver food and relief supplies. (Photo courtesy of Mission Resolve)

Miami Dolphins mascot TD takes a moment with residents while delivering food and relief supplies in the Heritage
community on Saturday October 5, 2019 in Freeport Grand Bahama. (Photo courtesy of Mission Resolve)

